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Summary
A full stack developer with experience in front-end and backend development in multiple professional work
environments and leading a development team.

Skills
React.js | Node.js | Express | JavaScript | MongoDB | HTML5 | CSS3 | Sass | TypeScript | Redux | Angular |
Firebase | MUI | Bootstrap | Tailwind CSS | Angular Material | Git | Amazon S3 | Figma | WordPress | Stripe |
React Native | Next.js

Experience
Junior Software Developer Jul 2022 - Dec 2022
ー Hexa Exchange Inc., Vancouver, BC / Permanent, Full-time
- Implement and enhance UI
- Develop an application with MERN stack
- Implement a search functionality with MongoDB
- Build an image uploading functionality with Amazon S3
- Build its mobile app with React Native. Implement a biometric login feature and design structures of the app etc

Full Stack Developerー Fickl App Inc, Vancouver, BC / Contract, Part-time Feb 2022 - Jun 2022
- Sought out solutions and resolved problems by searching and debugging on my own
- Practiced agile development using an idea of sprints in a small development team
- Implemented a payment system into the app using Stripe
- Enhanced UI/UX and functionalities of a marketing planning app using React.js, Node.js and Firebase

Junior Web Developerー FreeLiveNet, Vancouver, BC / Contract, Part-time                Feb 2022 - Jun 2022
- Built 98% of a prototype of tag tracking application using Angular, Bootstrap, and REST API
- Built UI and functions of a package tracking system with Angular and Angular Material

Full-Stack Developerー Musician First, Toronto, ON (Remote) / Freelance                    Jul 2021 - Jun 2022
- Led a team as a leader, managed tasks and led discussion as well as reviewing team members' code.
- Implemented important functions such as user search, contact form, chat and email notification functions
- Discovered and reported bugs as issues on GitHub, and resolved them accordingly.
- Manipulated the database and storage on Firebase.

Full-Stack Developerー Lraough LLC, Los Angeles, CA (Remote) / Internship Oct 2021 - Jan 2022
- Collaborated with team members to create a job searching site using React.js, Node.js, and Firebase
- Consulted clients on various aspects of their requirements and led discussion with a team to improve UX/UI.
- Implemented a contact form and email notification function that works on Firebase Cloud Functions and Node.js.
- Implemented validation on forms, and built search and sort functions for job listings.

Front-End Developerー Appers Lab, Vancouver, BC / Internship June 2021 - Nov 2021
- Created UI parts for desktop and mobile with HTML, Sass and Bootstrap with BEM methodology.
- Designed UI for a blog page list / detail on Figma, and built the pages independently.
- Built web-based settings and a configuration manager to convert yaml files to json schema

Education
Diploma in Web Development Jan 2021 - Dec 2022
Cornerstone International Community College of Canada ー Vancouver, BC

B.A. in English and International Relations Apr 2012 - Mar 2016
Kansai Gaidai University ー Osaka, JP
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